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In the present work. some general relations between Jacobi and ultraspherical 
polynomials are given. 
I. RELATIONS BETWEEN JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
In 1953, Brafman [ 11 established a relation between Jacobi and 
ultraspherical polynomials as 
plp.4yx) = ((a + p + 2)P)” P(na+n+ l)i2)(x) 
(a+P+ l), 
+ U-P + ((a-P-r+2)/2),-, 
2 - r=, r! 
. ((a + P + r + 2)/2)n-r ,;(_a:O+r+ 1)/2)(.4 
(a+P+r+ 1),-r 
3 (1.1) 
where(a),=land(a),=a(a+l)~~~(a+n-1). 
Recently (1977), using the Abel formula for factorial powers, Toscano [2] 
proved for Jacobi polynomials a more general formula: 
plp.4’(x) = p~(a+B)/2.(a+4)/1)(X) 
cl-p ;. 
f-j-- 
(((a - P)P) - rh + 1 L1 
l r=, r. 
. p(rh+(at4)/2.r-rh+(a+B)I?) 
n-r (x)3 
where h is a real parameter. 
For h = f, (1.2) is reduced to (1.1). 
(1.2) 
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In the present paper, also using the Abel formula, we prove a formula 
which will be much more general compared to that of Toscano: 
where a,+/.I,=a+/?. 
The Abel formula is found to be 
n-1 
(X + JJ>, - (x), = Y 1 n 
( ) r=O r 
(x + nh - W, 
-(y-nnh+rh+l),-,-, (n > 0). (1.4) 
In (1.4), putting x=a,+s+ 1 and y=a-a,, writing n--s for n. and 
noting that (a + s),-, = (a),/(a),, we obtain 
(a + 11, (a0 + 11, 
(a+ l), - (aO+l), 
n-s-l 
=(a-ao) x 
r=O ( ) 
“is (a,+(n-r-S)h+S+ l), 
.(a-a,-(n-r-s)h+l),-,_,_,. 
Replacing r by r - s and using the following relation: 
n-s 
( ) 
n! (-r), 
r-s = r! (n - r)! (-n),’ 
one has 
(a + 11, C-4, _ (a0 + I>, (-4, 
n! (a + l), n! (a, + l), 
= (a - ao) 
“t’ (-r), (a, + (n - r) h + l), 
rrJ r!(n-r)! (a,+(n-r)h+l), 
.(a-a,-(n-r)h+l),-,_,. (1.5) 
Multiplying (1.5) by (n + a + p + l), P/s!, then summing over s from 0 to n, 
and applying the condition a0 +jIo = a + p, one deduces successively 
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(a+ 1) dF(-n,n+u+p+ l;L(+ 1;t) 
n! 
_ (a0 + l)n 
n! 
F(-n,n+a,+P,+ l;u,+ l;t) 
= (a - uo) 2 s, ~~,:“p,:_“:,‘, :‘sl, t’ 
s=o . 5 
,I- I 
. \’ (-4 
rT5 r! (n - r)! 
(a,+(n-r)h+ l),(u-a,-(n-r)h+ l),lmmrm, 
‘y7’ (a-u,-(n-r)h+ l)nmr-, (u,+(n-r)h+ I), 
= (a - ao) _ 
r-0 (n - r)! r. I 
r. (-r), (17 + a0 + PO + 11, 
l- s! (a, + (n -r) h + l), *’ .5 -:0 
‘;’ (cc-cc,-(n-r)h+ l)n-rm, (a,+(rz-r)h+ l), 
= (u - clo) \ 
r=0 (n - r)! r. 
I 
.F(-r,n+a,+~,+ l;a,+(rz-r)h+ 1:t) 
and. on the other hand, replacing r by II - r. one gets 
(u + ‘1, 
n! 
F(-n.n+a+j3+ l;a+ 1;t) 
iao + l),, - 
n! 
F(-n,n+a,+/3,+ l;a,+ 1:t) 
n. (cc-a,-rh t l),-, (u,+rh+ I),-, 
= (a - uo) \ 1 r=, r. (n - r)! 
.F(-ntr,n+u,+/?,t l:cr,trh+ lit). 
In these expressions, F are Gauss hypergeometric functions. Finally. using 
the hypergeometric form of Jacobi polynomials 
( 1 --x F -n,n+a+/?+ l;a+ 1;~ 
one deduces the wanted formula (1.3). In particular, for 01, =/I, = (a + p)/Z. 
(1.3) becomes (1.2). 
The formula (1.3) is more general than (1.2) because of the arbitrary 
values of u. and j?, ; however, a0 and /3, must satisfy the condition a0 + PO = 
u tp. 
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In (1.3), replacing /3 by /3-- 1, putting cx,, = u - 1 and h = 1, and noting 
that (2 - r),-, = 0 for r > 2, we thus find the well-known recurrence 
formula: 
Py “(X) = Pj: -‘Jyx) + P)p:‘;“(x). (1.6) 
Combining (1.3) with (1.6), we obtain a simplified relation between Jacobi 
polynomials: 
(1.7) 
which can also be proved by using the simplified Abel formula: 
n-l 
n(x+ l)nm,= “ 
( 1 
’ (x+nh-rh),(2-r~h+rh),~,-,. 
rzo r 
Finally, one can note that (1.7) is a particular case of (1.3) corresponding to 
a,=u+h- 1 andp,=P-h+ 1. 
II. RELATIONS BETWEEN ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS 
Applying the property: 
Pyy-x) = (-1)” Ppyx) 
we can represent (1.7) by another form: 
Pyyu) = rio (-1)’ (2 (r ‘: I,!h)’ p~a_+rr~‘h-h+1.4+rh+h-l)(X). (2-l) 
In (2.1). putting ,8 = i or ; and h = 0, recalling the formulae 
p~.lw(?s) = (l/2)” + I
(a + 1/2,, dl=m 
p’z~~i2’ (\I “; i), 
p~.-l!2'(x)= (lP)n 
(a + l/2), 
piantl:2) (J-x; l ), 
2n+u+P+l 
2 
(1 + x) PyyY) 
= (n +/I) Py’yx) + (n + 1) Pyy’(x), 
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and writing x for dm and A for a + i, we obtain the following 
relations between ultraspherical polynomials: 
A + 2n - 1 x2 ;- (A), - r=I (-n + ,,2), P~~%X)~ (2.3) 
n 
P$ ,(x) = - J-e P:“,‘*(x) 
n 
(2.4) 
It is clear that these formulae are much simplified compared to the following 
formula of Toscano [2]: 
Pl;\‘(cos S) 
= (CA - n + 1)/2)n einOp(L-n)i2)(1 _ 2e-ZiB) 
(1 -ALi It 
1 3A + n - 1 
+ (1 -A), 2 eine <. 
(-1)’ 3A+n-r+ 1 
r=L - r! ( 2 1 r-1 
. (A-~), (len :I+ 1)nmrp;LLLn+rv2)(~ -2e-2iB). (2.5 1 
III. ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS AS FUNCTIONS OF 
JACOBI-POLYNOMIALS 
In (1.3), putting OL = -2~ - 2n, p = v - 4 and &, = vO, and applying the 
well-known formulae: 
p’,“.4’(x) = ( l;” )’ P(,-2”-a-4-L0, (; T ;), 
(2v)n cw = (v + 1,2), p~-1/2.L,-l/2,(x), 
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we deduce 
(v + l/2), p(Lq) x + 3 
( 1 (2v), n x - 1 
=p~-V24 ;‘; 
( ) 
+ (vg - v + l/2) 
. G (vo - v - rh + 3/2),-, r 
I r=l r. 
. pb+r-lIZ.~trcrh) 
n-r - 1 
or, replacing (x + 3)/(x - 1) by x 
(v + l/2), 
Pv), 
pr’(x) = p;- v2.h9(x) 
“, (v,, - v - rh + 3/2),-, 
+ (v, - v + l/2) 1 I r=l r. 
. 
This formula is more general than that of Toscano [2 1: 
(I7 + l/2), p(“‘(x) 
Pv), n 
~p~~I/2.-~~.+2ntli2~/2~(X)~ 3v + 2; - l/2 
. ;- ((-3~ - 2n - r + 5/2)/2),-, 
- r=* r. I 
.P ~_:r-li2.-(-I~-2n+r-l/2M2)(X)~ (3.2) 
Indeed, for h = f and vO = -(2v + 4n + 1)/4, (3.1) reduces to (3.2). 
In a similar manner, a simplified formula can be deduced from relation 
(1.7): 
P’,“‘(x) = P), 
“, (2-d-h), l-x r 
(v + i), ko ( ) (r+l)! 2 
. pp~;- l/Z,v+r-rh-h+ I/2)(x). 
(3.3) 
Like (1.7), (3.3) is a particular case of (3.1) corresponding to v,, = v-h + 4. 
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